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Abstract 

Loop checking is a mechanism for pruning infinite SLD-derivations. In [BAK], simple 

loop checks were introduced and their soundness, completeness and relative 

strength was studied. Since no sound and complete simple loop check exists even in 

the absence of function symbols, subclasses of programs were determined for which 

the (sound) loop checks introduced in [BAK] are complete. 

In this paper, the Generalization Theorem is proven. This theorem presents a 

method to extend (under certain conditions) a class of programs for which a given loop 

check is complete to a larger class, for which the loop check is still complete. Then this 

theorem is applied to the results of [BAK] , giving rise to stronger completeness 

theorems . 

It appears that unnecessary complications in the proof of the theorem can be 

avoided by introducing a normal form tor SLD-derivations, allowing only certain most 

general unifiers. This normal form might have other applications than those in the area 

of loop checking. 
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1. Introduction 

Logic programming is advocated as a formalism for writing executable 

specifications. However, even when such specifications are correct in the logical 

sense, their execution by means of a PROLOG interpreter may lead to 

divergence. This problem motivated the study of loop checking mechanisms 

which are used to discover loops in SLD-derivations (see [B], [BW], [C], [vG], 

[KT], [PG], [SGG], [SI], [V]). 

The use of a PROLOG interpreter augmented with a loop check renders a 

larger class of logic programs not only logically, but also operationally correct. 

Which class it is depends on the selected loop check. To study such problems in 

a rigorous way, Apt, Bol and Klop [ABK] introduced a number of natural 

concepts like soundness, completeness and relative strength of loop checks. 

Also the concept of a simple loop check was introduced, being a loop checking 

mechanism which does not depend on the analyzed logic program. It was shown 

that no sound and complete simple loop check exists even for programs without 

function symbols. 

In [BAK], a number of natural simple loop checks was introduced. These 

loop checks were proven to be sound, but only complete for certain classes of 

programs. For each of these loop checks, one or more such classes were 

determined. 

Here, the problem of finding classes of programs for which a simple loop 

check is complete is addressed in more generality. The main theorem of this 

paper is called the Generalization Theorem, since it allows us to generalize 

certain completeness results: given that a loop check L is complete for a class of 

programs (;, we may conclude that L is also complete (w.r.t. the leftmost 

selection rule) for a class of programs extending (;, provided that L and (; 

satisfy some natural conditions. Basically, the theorem is only applicable to a 

cla~f programs (; if (; = { P I every clause in program P satisfies Pr } , for 

some property Pr of clauses that is 'local' to clauses (that is, whether a clause 

satisfies Pr or not is independent of the rest of the program). We say that (; is 

the class of Pr-programs. By allowing the addition of atoms in clauses that 

cannot give rise to recursive calls to the head of the clause (so called non

recursive atoms), the class of nr-extended Pr-programs is obtained. The 

Generalization Theorem states that if the loop check L is complete for Pr-



programs, then Lis also complete for or-extended Pr-programs, provided that 

the non-recursive atoms are resolved before other atoms are selected (for 

simplicity, this is achieved by using the leftmost selection rule, and putting the 

non-recursive atoms left from the other atoms in the clause). Note that the 

property of being a non-recursive atom is not local to clauses; therefore the 

theorem cannot be applied repeatedly. 

In the proof of the Generalization Theorem, we make use of certain 

properties of SLD-derivations that are in a normal form, tentatively called normal 
SLD-derivations. In normal SLD-derivations, only certain mgu's may be used. 

This normal form might well have other applications than those in the area of 

loop checking. 

Once the proof of the Generalization Theorem is given, it is applied to two 

completeness results presented in [BAK] concerning a loop check that indeed 

satisfies the conditions of the Generalization Theorem. The extension of one of 

these completeness results is straightforward, whereas for the other one a more 

elaborate analysis is needed. 

2. Basic notions 

In this section we recall the basic notions concerning loop checking, as presented 

in [BAK]. Throughout this paper we assume familiarity with the concepts and 

notations of logic programming as described in [L]. For two substitutions cr and 

t, we write cr ~ t when cr is more general than t and for two expressions E and 

F, we write E $; F if F is an instance of E. An SLD-derivation step from a goal 

G, using a clause C and an mgu 0, to a goal His denoted as G ⇒c,e H. By an 

SLD-derivation we mean an SLD-derivation in the sense of [L] or an initial 

segment of it. 

2.1 Loop checks 

The purpose of a loop check is to prune every infinite SLD-tree to a finite subtree 

of it containing the root. We define a loop check as a set of SLD-derivations: the 

derivations that are pruned exactly at their last node. Such a set of SLD

derivations L can be extended in a canonical way to a function fL from SLD-trees 

to SLD-trees by pruning in an SLD-tree the nodes in { G I the SLD-derivation 

from the root to Gisin L }. We shall usually make this conversion implicitly. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. 

Let L be a set of SLD-derivations. 

RemSub(L) = { D e L I L does not contain a proper subderivation of D } . 

Lis subderivationfree if L = RemSub(L). □ 

In order to render the intuitive meaning of a loop check L: 'every derivation 

De Lis pruned exactly at its last node', we need that Lis subderivation free. 

Note that RemSub(RemSub(L)) = RemSub(L). 

In the following definition, by a variant of a derivation D we mean a 

derivation D' in which in every derivation step, atoms in the same positions are 

selected and the same program clauses are used. D' may differ from D in the 

renaming that is applied to these program clauses for reasons of standardizing 

apart and in the mgu used. It has been shown that in this case every goal in D' is 

a variant of the corresponding goal in D (see [LS]). Thus any variant of an SLD

refutation is also an SLD-refutation and yields the same computed answer 

substitution up to a renaming. 

DEFINITION 2.2. 

A simple loop check is a computable set L of finite SLD-derivations such that L 

is closed under variants and subderivation free. □ 

In [BAK], loop checks are treated in a more general way. There non-simple 

loop checks occur: their behaviour may depend on the program the interpreter is 

confronted with. In this paper, we shall only consider simple loop checks. 

Therefore we shall usually omit the adjective 'simple'. 

DEFINITION 2.3. 

Let L be a loop check. An SLD-derivation D of Pu{G} is pruned by L if L 

contains a subderivation D' of D. □ 

2.2 Soundness and completeness 
Using a loop check should definitely not result in a loss of success. (The fact 

that even losing individual solutions may be undesirable is irrelevant for this 

paper.) On the other hand, the purpose of a loop check is to reduce the search 

space for top-down interpreters. We would like to end up with a finite search 



space. This is the case when every infinite derivation is pruned. This leads to the 

following definitions. 

DEFINITION 2.4. 

A loop check Lis weakly sound if for every program P and goal G, and SLD

tree T of Pu{ G}: if T contains a successful branch, then fL(T) contains a 

successful branch. □ 

DEFINITION 2.5. 
A loop check Lis complete w.r.t. a selection rule Rfor a class of programs cJ, if 

for every program P e (5 and goal G in Lp, every infinite SLD-derivation of 

Pu{G} via R is pruned by L. □ 

In general, comparing loop checks is difficult. The following relation 

comparing loop checks is not very general: most loop check will be 

incomparable with respect to it. Nevertheless it turns out to be very useful. 

DEFINITION 2.6. 

Let L1 and L2 be loop checks. L1 is stronger than L2 if every SLD-derivation 

Die L2 contains a subderivation D1 e L1. □ 

In other words, L1 is stronger than L2 if every SLD-derivation that is 

pruned by L2 is also pruned by L1. Note that the definition implies that every 

loop check is stronger than itself. The following theorem will enable us to obtain 

soundness and completeness results for loop checks which are related by the 

'stronger than' relation, by proving soundness and completeness for only one of 

them. 

THEOREM 2.7 (Relative Strength). Let L1 and L2 be loop checks, and let L1 be 

stronger than L2. 

i) If L1 is weakly sound, then L2 is weakly sound. 

ii) If L2 is complete then L1 is complete. 

PROOF. Straightforward. □ 
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The undecidability of the halting problem implies that there cannot be a 

weakly sound and complete loop check for logic programs in general, as logic 

programming has the full power of recursion theory. So our first step is to rule 

out programs that compute over an infinite domain. We shall do so by restricting 

our attention to programs without function symbols, so called function-free 

programs, for which the Herbrand Universe is finite. However, it appears that 

even with this restriction, there is no weakly sound and complete loop check. 

THEOREM 2.8. There is no weakly sound and complete simple loop check for 

functionfree programs. 

PROOF. See [ABK]. □ 

It was shown in [ABK] that weakly sound and complete non-simple loop 

checks exist for function-free programs, but that they are in a sense too 

powerful. Therefore, we found it to be more useful to develop some simple loop 

checks, and to find classes of programs for which these loop checks are 

complete. 

2.3 Some simple loop checks 

In this section we introduce two groups of weakly sound simple loop checks. 

How we arrived at these loop checks and why we found them interesting was 

discussed in [BAK]. Here we restrict ourselves to giving the definitions and 

basic theorems (without proofs). 

The first group of loop checks we consider consists of the so-called 

'equality checks'. In fact, each equality check should be defined separately. This 

would yield almost identical definitions. Therefore we compress them into two 

definitions, trusting that the reader is willing to understand our notation. The 

equality relation between goals (regarded as lists) is denoted by =L· (In [BAK], 

also variants of these loop checks are considered, regarding goals as multisets.) 

DEFINITION 2.9. 

The Equals Variant/Instance of Goalust check is the set of SLD-derivations 

EVG/EIGL = RemSub({ D I D = ( Go ⇒c1,81 01 ⇒ ... ⇒ Gk-1 ⇒ck,ek Gk) 

such that for some i, 0 $ i < k, there is a 

renaming/substitution 't such that Gk =L Gi't } ). □ 



DEFINITION 2.10. 

The Equals Variant/Instance of Resultantust check is the set of SLD-derivations 

EVR/EIRL = RemSub({ DID= ( Go ⇒cI,eI GI ⇒ ... ⇒ Gk-I ⇒ck,ek Gk) 

such that for some i, 0 ~ i < k, there is a 

renaming/substitution 't such that ~ =L Gi't and 

Go81 ... ek = Go81 ... ei't }). □ 

THEOREM 2.11 (Equality Soundness). The equality checks are weakly sound 

loop checks. 

PROOF. See [ABK]. □ 

We now define a class of programs for which the equality checks are 

complete in the absence of function symbols (as was shown in [ABK]). This 

class of programs is closely related to the class of programs discussed in [SS] . 
For a formal definition, we use the notion of the dependency graph Dp of a 

program P. 

DEFINITION 2.12. 

The dependency graph Dp of a program Pis a directed graph whose nodes are 

the predicate symbols appearing in P and 

(p,q) e Dp iff there is a clause in P using pin its head and q in its body. 

D p * is the reflexive, transitive closure of Dp. When (p,q) e Dp *, we say that p 

depends on q. For a predicate symbol p, the class of p is the set of predicate 

symbols p 'mutually depends' on: clp(p) = {q I (p,q) e Dp* and (q,p) e Dp*}. □ 

DEFINITION 2.13. 

Given an atom A, let rel(A) denote its predicate symbol. Let P be a program. 

A clause Ao~ AI,··•,An (n~:O) is called restricted w.r.t. P if for i = 1, . . . ,n-1 , 

rel(Ai) does not depend on rel(Ao) in P. 

The atoms AI,• .. ,An-I are called non-recursive atoms of Ao~ AI,··•,An. 

A program Pis called restricted if every clause in Pis restricted w.r.t. P. □ 

THEOREM 2.14 (Equality Completeness). All equality checks are complete w.r.t. 

the leftmost selection rule for functionfree restricted programs. 

PROOF. See [ABK] . □ 
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The second group of loop checks we consider consists of the so-called 

'subsumption checks'. Again, we define them by means of two parametrized 

definitions. The inclusion relation between goals regarded as lists is denoted by 

CL. Note: L1 ~L L2 if all elements of L1 occur in the same order in L2; they 

need not to occur on adjacent positions. For example, (a,c) ~L (a,b,c). 

DEFINITION 2.15. 

The Subsumes Variant! Instance of Goalust check is the set of SLD-derivations 

SVG/SIGL = RemSub({ DID= ( Go =>c1,81 G1 => ... => Gk-1 =>ck,ek Gk) 

DEFINITION 2.16. 

such that for some i, 0 ~ i < k, there is a 

renaming/substitution 't with Gk ==>L Gi't } ). D 

The Subsumes Variant/Instance of Resultantust check is the set of SLD
derivations SVR/SIRL = RemSub({ D ID= ( Go =>c1,e1 G1 => ... => Gk-1 

=>ck,0k Gk) such that for some i, 0 ~ i < k, 

there is a renaming/substitution 't with 

Gk;;;;iL Gi't and Go01 ... 0k = Go01 ... 0i't }).□ 

THEOREM 2.17 (Subsumption Soundness). All subsumption checks are weakly 

sound loop checks. 

PROOF. See [BAK]. D 

We now show three classes of programs for which the subsumption checks 

are complete in the absence of function symbols. Since the subsumption checks 

are stronger than the 'corresponding' equality checks, the first result follows 

immediately. 

THEOREM 2.18 (Subsumption Completeness 1). All subsumption checks are 

complete w.r.t. the leftmost selection rule for function-free restricted 

programs. 

PROOF. By the Relative Strength Theorem 2.7 and the Equality Completeness 

Theorem 2.14. □ 



The remaining two classes of programs for which the subsumption checks 

are complete in the absence of function symbols are the following. 

DEFINITION 2.19. 

A clause C is non-variable introducing (in short nvi) if every variable that 

appears in the body of C also appears in the head of C. 

A program P is nvi if every clause in P is nvi. □ 

DEFINITION 2.20. 

A clause Chas the single variable occurrence property (in short is svo) if in the 

body of C, no variable occurs more than once. 

A program P is svo if every clause in P is svo. D 

THEOREM 2.21 (Subsumption Completeness 2). All subsumption checks are 

complete for function-free nvi programs. 

PROOF. See [BAK]. D 

THEOREM 2.22 (Subsumption Completeness 3). All subsumption checks are 

complete for function free svo pro grams. 

PROOF. See [BAK]. D 

3. The choice of most general unifiers 

We now divert for a moment from the subject of loop checking. It appears that, 

in order to prove the Generalization Theorem in section 4, we need some 

auxiliary results regarding SLD-derivations. These results can be obtained by 

putting extra requirements on the most general unifiers in those derivations. In 

this section we introduce these requirements and show why we consider them to 

be justifiable. Finally we prove the lemma's needed in section 4. 

3.1 Relevant and idempotent mgu's 

The general feeling is that, in order to obtain mathematical elegancy, the 

definition of an SLD-derivation must leave the choice of variables as free as 

possible. However, during the evolution of this definition, the allowable 

freedom was continuously overestimated. For example, in the first edition of 
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[L], the input clause was only standardized apart from the current goal, and not 

from the goals and clauses preceeding it. Thereby, the undesirable derivation of 

Figure 1 was allowed. In the second edition of [L], this has been corrected. 

However, yet another anomalous derivation is shown in Figure 2. 

~p(x) 

I p(y)~q(a) 

• {x/y} 
~q(a) 

I q(y)~ 

t {y/a} 
D 

FIGURE 1 

~p(x) 

I p(y)~q 

• {x/y} 
~q 

! ~;.~y] 
~r ! :<--s(z) 

~ s(z) 

I s(a) ~ 
t {z/a} 
D 

FIGURE2 

It is not clear whether or not this derivation is allowed by [L] (does z appear 

in the derivation before the goal ~r ?), but by [A] it definitely is, although later 

on in [A] it is assumed that all mgu's are relevant (a unifier of A and B is 

relevant if it acts only on variables in A and B) and idempotent. It appears that 

the requirement that the mgu is relevant is redundant, as idempotent mgu's are 

always relevant. First of all, from now on we assume that only idempotent 

mgu ' s are used. Under this assumption we prove some properties of SLD

derivations. The first property we prove is that a variable cannot occur 

somewhere in the derivation, disappear and later reappear. 

LEMMA 3.1. Let D = Go ==>c J ,0] G J ==> .. . ==> Gi-1 ==>ci,0i Gi ==> . .. be an SLD

derivation and letO ~i ~j ~k (< /DI). Let Co= 0 . 

lfx E var(Ci) uvar(Gi) andx E var(Gk.), thenx E var(Gj) . 



PROOF. We use induction on j from k down to i. For j = k the claim is trivial. 

Now assume that for some j ~ i, x e var(Gj+1). We prove that x e var(Gj)- Let 

Gj = f-(A,R), where A is the selected atom in Gj. Let Cj+l = Hf-B. Then 0j+l 

is an (idempotent) mgu of A and H and Gj+l = f-(B,R)0j+l· Sox e 

var(B,R)0j+l, hence for some ye var(B,R), x e var(y0j+1). Two cases arise. 

- x = y. Then x e var(R) !;;;; var(Gj). (x e var(B) since x e var(Ci) u var(Gi) and 

Bis standardized apart.) 

- x '# y. Then, since 0j+l is relevant, x e var(A,H). Sox e var(A) c var(Gj). 

(Again x e var(H) since x e var(Ci) u var(Gi) and His standardized apart.) 

So in both cases we have x e var(Gj)- □ 

The following definition captures the notion that two variables in a goal are 

related, i.e. that they might be unified in an attempt to refute the goal. (Compare 

this notion with connected (sets of) predicate instances in [N].) We then prove 

that when two variables occur unrelated in a certain goal, they cannot be related 

in any goal later in the derivation. 

DEFINITION 3.2. 

Let S be a set of atoms. We define the relation ~son variables as: 

x ~s y if there is an atom A in S such that x,y e var(A). 

Obviously, ~s is a symmetrical relation. Now we define the relation =s to be the 

transitive and reflexive closure of ~s. Then =sis an equivalence relation. 

An equivalence class of =sis called a chain (in SJ. For x e var(S), the chain 

of x is denoted by Cs(x), or C(x) whenever S is clear from the context. □ 

LEMMA 3.3. Let D = Go ⇒c1 ,01 G1 ⇒ ... ⇒ G;.J ⇒c;,0; G; ⇒ ... be an SLD-

derivation and let O < i ( < /D/). If x za; y and x,y E var(G;.J), then x zG;.J y. 

PROOF. Let Gi-1 = f-(A,R), where A is the selected atom in Gi-1• Let Ci= 

Hf-Band let 0i be an mgu of A and H. Assume x-:;, y (for x = y the claim is 

trivial). Since x =ai y, there is a sequence of variables x = w1, w2, . . . , w2n = y 

in Gi such that W2j-l =Bei W2j for 1 ~ j ~ n and W2j ~Rei W2j+ 1 for 1 ~ j < n. 

Now, since every variable Wj e var(R0i), we can fix for it a corresponding 

variable Zj e var(Gi-I) such that Wj e var(zj0i) (1 ~ j ~ 2n). Since ei is 

idempotent, and x,y e var(Gi), it is easy to see that w1 = x = x0i and w2n = y = 

y0i. Therefore we can fix z1 = x and z2n = y. Now let 1 ~j < 2n. 
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We prove that Zj =Gi- l Zj+ 1. Two cases arise. 

- j is even, so Wj ~Rei Wj+ 1. 

Then there is an atom E in R such that Wj,Wj+l e var(E0i), So we have variables 

Vj,Vj+ 1 e var(E) such that Wj e var(vj0i) and Wj+ 1 e var(vj+ 18i), So Vj ~E 

Vj+l, and hence Vj ~R Vj+l· For Vj (and analogously for Vj+l) two subcases 

arise. 

- Vj = Zj- Then Vj =A Zj, 

- Vj ¢ Zj- Then, since Wj e var(vj0i) n var(zj0i) and Si is relevant, we have Vj, Zj 

e var(A). Hence Vj =A Zj, 

Therefore Zj =A Vj ~R Vj+l =A Zj+l, so Zj =Gi-1 Zj+l• 

- j is odd, so Wj =Bai Wj+ l • 

If Wj = Wj+l, then Zj = Zj+l, so Zj =Gi-l Zj+l· Otherwise, we can prove that Zj e 

var(A) (and analogously Zj+l e var(A)). Again two subcases arise. 

- Zj0i ¢ Zj- Then Zj e var(A): Si is relevant and Zj e var(Gi-1), so Zj e var(H). 

- Zj0i = Zj- Then Wj = Zj e var(B0i), say Vj e var(B) such that Zj e var(vj0i), Then 

Vj0i ¢ Vj, since Vj e var(B), Zj e var(Gi-1) and B is standardized apart. 

Therefore Vj e var(H), and hence Zj e var(A). 

Now Zj ~A Zj+l, so Zj =Gi-l Zj+l• 

Therefore we have x = z1 =Gi-l z2 =Gi-l z3 =Gi-l ... =Gi-1 Z2n = y. D 

3.2. Normal SLD-derivations 

In fact, it appears to be convenient to restrict the choice of the mgu even more by 

disallowing the 'needless renaming of variables in a derivation'. We explain this 

now. When we have a variable x in the selected atom of the goal which is to be 

unified with a variable yin the input clause, then two idempotent mgu's are 

available: { x/y} and { y/x}. 

When { x/y} is chosen, it is likely that the variable y occurs further on in the 

derivation as a substitute for x, whereas x itself does not occur any more. On the 

other hand, if {y/x} is chosen, the variable xis retained and the variable y will 

not occur in any goal of the derivation. Therefore the renaming from x toy is 

considered to be a needless renaming. So we choose { y/x}, thereby retaining the 

'older' variable x and adjusting the 'newer' variable y. 

A more indirect instance of the same principle is shown in the derivation 

f-A(x) ⇒A(x'~B(x',y), {x'/x} f-B(x,y) ⇒B(z,z)~, {y/x,z/x} □. 



In the first step { x'/x} is chosen for the reason described above. In the second 

step, the choice of {x/z,y/z} is out of the question for the same reason. 

However, this still leaves the choice between {x/y;z/y} and {y/x;z/x}. Although 

x and y occur both in B(x,y), x appears earlier in the derivation than y. 

Therefore we choose {y/x,z/x}, thereby again retaining the older variable x and 

adjusting the newer variable y. 

It is important to note two things. Firstly, Lemma 3.1 says that a variable 

cannot be introduced, disappear and later on in the derivation reappear, which 

would complicate the decision criterion given above. Secondly, the choice of the 

mgu is still non-deterministic, as is shown in the derivation 

t-A ⇒A~B(x,y), e t-B(x,y) ⇒B(z,z)~, {y/x,z/x} □. 

Here the choice between {y/x,z/x} and {x/y,z/y} is arbitrary. 

We now formalize these intuitions. 

DEFINITION 3.4. 
Let D = (Go ⇒c1 ,e 1 G1 ⇒ ... ⇒ Gi-1 ⇒ci,0i Gi ⇒ ... )be an SLD-derivation. 

For every variable x occurring in D, we define 

tag(x) = min { i I x e var(Gi) u var(Ci) } . 

Dis a normal SLD-derivation if for every i > 0 ( and i < IDI when Dis finite), 

- Si is idempotent and 

- for every variable x e var(Gi-1): if x0i is a variable, then tag(x) ~ tag(x0i), □ 

Intuitively, the lower the tag of a variable is, the 'older' it is. The following 

lemma shows that we may restrict our attention to normal SLD-derivations. 

LEMMA 3.5. Every SW-derivation has a normal variant. 

PROOF. We introduce a slightly changed version of the unification algorithm of 

Martelli & Montanari ([MM]). Using this algorithm for computing the mgu 

yields a normal SLD-derivation. 

When p(s1, ... ,sn) and p(t1, ... ,tn) are to be unified, first the set of equations 

{s1 = t1, ... , Sn= tn} is constructed. This set is then transformed according to 

the following six rules: 
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(a) Eu {t=x} ~ Eu {x=t} if t e: VAR or tag(t) < tag(x), 

(b) Eu {x=x} ~ E, 

(cl) Eu {f(s1, ... ,s0 ) = f(t1, ... ,tn)} ~ EU {s1 = t1, ... ,Sn = to} (n ~ 0), 

(c2) Eu {f(s1, ... ,s0 ) = g(t1, ... ,tm)} ~ failure if f ;a!: g, 

(dl) Eu {x = t} ~ E{x/t} u {x = t} if x e: var(t) and x e var(E), 

(d2) Eu {x = t} ~ failure if x ;a!: t and x e var(t), 

until none of these rules is applicable. (Here u denotes the disjoint union.) Now 

we take 0 = {x/t I (x = t) e E}. 

The change w.r.t. the original algorithm is in rule (a), where now tags are 

taken into account. Whenever x0 = y ;a!: x, we have that (x = y) e E and no rules 

are applicable on E, hence tag(x) ~ tag(y) (otherwise rule (a) would be 

applicable). Showing that the algorithm terminates and that a resulting 

substitution is indeed an idempotent mgu of p(s1, ... ,s0 ) and p(t1, ... ,t0 ) is 

straightforward. D 

3.3. Properties of normal SLD-derivations 
In this section we prove some properties of normal SLD-derivations that appear 

to be needed in the next section. The reader who is not interested in such 

technical details is encouraged to skip this section. 

LEMMA 3.6. Let D = Go =>c J ,0] G J => ... => Gi-1 =>ci,0i Gi => ... be a normal 

SW-derivation and let O ~j < k ( < /DI). Let C be a chain in Gj. 

Then C0k n VAR s;;C. 

PROOF. Let x e C and assume that x0k is a variable. We prove that xSk e C. 

If x0k = x then clearly xek e C. 

Otherwise, x e var(Gic-1), since Skis relevant and by standardizing apart, x e: 
var(Ck)- D is normal, x e var(Gk-t) and xSk is a variable, so tag(x) ~ tag(xSk). 

So, with Co = 0, for some i, 0 :s; i = tag(xSk) :s; tag(x) :s; j < k, x0k e var(Ci) u 

var(Gi)- xSk ;a!: x and Skis relevant, so xSk e var(Gk-t) (xSk e: var(Ck) because 

xSk e var(Ci) u var(Gi), i < k and Ck is standardized apart). Now by Lemma 

3.1, xSk e var(Gj), since i :s;j < k. Again by Lemma 3.1, for every I such that i 

s; 1 < k, x e var(G1) and xSk e var(G1). x and xSk occur both in the selected atom 
of Gk-1• Therefore x ""Gk-l x0k. Applying Lemma 3.3 k-1-j times yields that x 

""Gj x8k. Hence x8k e C. D 



COROLLARY 3.7. Let D = Go ⇒c1,61 G1 ⇒ ... ⇒ Gi-1 ⇒ci,oiGi ⇒ ... be a 

normal SLD-derivation of a function-free program P and Go and let 

0 ~j < k (< /DI). Then var(Gj0JJ s;;var(Gj). 

PROOF. Let x e var(GjSk). P is function-free, so for some y e var(Gj), x = ySk. 

Now by Lemma 3.6, x = ySk e CajCy)Sk n VAR ~ Ca/Y) c var(Gj). □ 

COROLLARY 3.8. Let D = Go ⇒c J ,8] G 1 ⇒ ... ⇒ Gi-1 ⇒c;,8; Gi ⇒ ... be a 

normal SLD-derivation of a function-free program P and Go and let 

0 ~j < k (< /D/). Then var(Gj0j+l•··0JJ s;;var(Gj). 

PROOF. Repeatedly using Corollary 3.7, we have var((Gj8j+1)8j+2···8k) c 

var(Gj8j+2···8k) ~ ... ~ var(GjSk) ~ var(Gj). □ 

COROLLARY 3.9. Let D = Go ⇒c1,61 G1 ⇒ ... ⇒ Gi-1 ⇒ci,oiGi ⇒ ... be a 

normal SW-derivation and letO ~j < k (< /D/). Let C be a chain in Gj. 

Then C0j+J0k n VAR s;;C0j+l and C0j+J ... 0kn VAR s;;C0j+l· 

PROOF. If j+ 1 = k, then the claim is trivial. So assume j+ 1 < k. 

Let x e CSj+l and assume that xSk is a variable. We prove that xSk e CSj+l· 

By Lemma 3.6, x e CSj+l n VAR implies x e C. Therefore, again by Lemma 

3.6, xSk e CSk n VAR ~ C. Two cases arise. 

- x8k8j+l = x8k. Then x8k e C implies x8k = x8k8j+l e CSj+l· 

- x8k8j+ 1 "# xSk. Then x0k e var(Gj+ 1), since 0j+ 1 is idempotent. If xSk = x then 

xSk e CSj+l follows immediately. Now assume xSk "# x. Then xSk e var(Gk-1) 

(by standardizing apart, x0k e var(Ck)). So we have xSk e C !:; var(Gj), xSk e 

var(~-1), but xSk e var(Gj+1). This contradicts Lemma 3.1. 

Now ((C8j+1)8j+2) ... ek n VAR~ (C8j+1)8j+3···8k) n VAR~ ... c 

(C8j+1)8k n VAR~ CSj+l· □ 

In order to formulate the final property of normal derivations we prove in 

this section, we need the following definition. 

DEFINITION 3.10. 

(This definition is equivalent to the definition of local selection functions in [V].) 

A selection rule R is local if every SLD-derivation D = (Go ⇒c1 ,e 1 G1 ⇒ ... )via 

R satisfies the following property. If in a goal Gi, an atom A is selected and in a 

15 
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goal Gj (j > i) the further instantiated version B0i+1··•0j of the atom Bin Gi is 

selected, then A is resolved completely between Gi and Gj-, D 

It is easy to see that the leftmost selection rule and the rightmost selection 

rule are examples of local selection rules. 

COROLLARY 3.11. Let D = Go ⇒c J ,0] G J ⇒ ... ⇒ Gi-1 ⇒ci, 0i Gi ⇒ ... be a 

normal SLD-derivation of a function-free program P and Go and let 

0 ~i < k ( < /D/). Let A be the selected atom in Gj. Suppose a local selection 

rule is used between Gj and Gk and A is not completely resolved before Gk, 

Then var(AOk) ~var(A) and var(AOj+l• .. Ok) ~var(A). 

PROOF. Let x e var(A) and assume that x0k is a variable. We prove that x0k e 

var(A). Let Gj = (A,R) and regard the derivation ~A= Hj ⇒cj+I,0j+l Hj+l ⇒ 

... ⇒ck,ek Hk (hence for j $ i $ k, Gi = (Hi,R0j+l•••0i)). Note that this 

derivation exists, since a local selection rule is used and A is not completely 

resolved before Gk, and note that the derivation is normal. Now x e var(A) = 

var(Hj) implies x0k e var(Hj) = var(A) by Corollary 3.7. 

Now var((A0j+1)0j+2·. ,0k) i:: var(A0j+2· .. 0k) ~ ... c var(A0k) c var(A).D 

4. Generalizing completeness results 

The rest of this paper discusses the completeness of loop checks. Therefore we 

assume from now on the absence of function symbols. In this section we shall 

prepare, formulate and prove the Generalization Theorem, the main theorem of 

this paper. This theorem states that, given a loop check, and given a class of 

programs for which this loop check is complete, the loop check is (under certain 

conditions) also complete w.r.t. the leftmost selection rule for a larger class of 

programs. 

4.1. Preparation 

The formulation of the Generalization Theorem requires the formalization of the 

classes of programs for which it is applicable. Roughly, these classes of 

programs are characterized by the condition that all clauses in the program satisfy 

some (preferably decidable) property. We do not go into details about these 



properties: we assume that the notion 'a clause C satisfies a property Pr' is 

given. 

DEFINITION 4.1. 

Let Pr be a property of clauses. A program P satisfies Pr (Pis a Pr-program) if 

every clause in P satifies Pr. □ 

DEFINITION 4.2. 

A property of clauses Pr is closed under instantiation if for every clause C that 

satisfies Pr and for every substitution cr, Ccr satisfies Pr. □ 

Note that Ccr is not necessarily a ground instance of C. The Generalization 

Theorem is only valid for properties that are closed under instantiation. 

However, in the next section, where we shall give some examples of the use of 

the Generalization Theorem, we shall also consider a property that is not closed 

under instantiation. A detailed inspection of the proof of the Generalization 

Theorem enables us to derive useful results for this property as well. 

The Generalization Theorem is only valid for loop checks satisfying certain 

conditions. These conditions are formalized here. The first condition is that the 

loop check is 'safe for goal extension'. Informally, this means that when we 

have a derivation that is pruned by the loop check, adding some atoms to the 

initial goal that are never selected (before the derivation is pruned), yields a 

pruned derivation again. 

DEFINITION 4.3. 

A loop check L is safe for goal extension if for every SLD-derivation D of 

Pu{ ~Go} that is pruned by L, an SLD-derivation of Pu{ ~(Go,Ho)} which 

selects the same atoms, and uses the same input clauses and mgu' s as D is also 

pruned by L. □ 

The second condition is that the loop check is 'safe for initialization'. 

Informally, this means that when we have a derivation that is pruned by the loop 

check, adding some derivation steps in front of it ('initialization steps'), yields a 

pruned derivation again. 

17 
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DEFINITION 4.4. 

A loop check L is safe for initialization if for every SLD-derivation D = (Gi 

⇒ci+I,0i+I Gi+l ⇒ci+2,ei+2 Gi+2 ⇒ ... ) that is pruned by L (i > 0), every 

derivation (Go ⇒c1 ,e 1 G1 ⇒ ... ⇒ Gi ⇒ci+I,8i+I Gi+I ⇒ci+2,ei+2 Gi+2 ⇒ ... ) 
in which in Gi, Gi+I, ... the same atoms are selected as in D, is pruned by L. □ 

The third condition is that the loop check is 'safe for detailing'. Informally, 

this means that when we have a derivation that is pruned by the loop check, 

replacing every derivation step by one or more steps giving the same computed 

answer ('showing the details of one step in several steps'), yields a pruned 

derivation again. 

DEFINITION 4.5. 

A loop check L is safe for detailing if for every SLD-derivation D = (Go ⇒c1 ,8 1 
G1 ⇒ ... )that is pruned by L, every derivation of the form (Go ⇒c:,-r~ H ~ ⇒ ... 

1 11 222 2 22 · c 
⇒ Hn1-l ⇒Cn1,tn1 G1 ⇒c1,t1 H 1 ⇒ ... ⇒ Hn2-l ⇒Cn2,tn2 G2 ⇒ ... ) with ior 

every i ~ 0: 't; ... 't~i lvar(Go,G 1, ... ,Gi) = 0i lvar(Go,G 1, ... ,Gi) and in which in Go, 

G1, ... the same atoms are selected as in D, is pruned by L. □ 

Finally, for a certain property Pr, we describe the larger class of programs 

for which the loop check is complete according to the Generalization Theorem 

(so-called nr-extended Pr programs), given that the loop check is complete for 

Pr-programs. In section 5 it will appear that the resemblance between the 

following definition and Definition 2.13 is not a coincidence. 

DEFINITION 4.6. 

Let P be a program. A clause C = (H~NR,R) is nr-extended Pr w.r.t. P if the 

clause H~R satisfies Pr and for every atom A in NR, rel(A) does not depend on 

rel(H) in P. NR is called the non-recursive part of C and R is called the Pr-part. 

A program Pis nr-extended Pr if every clause in Pis or-extended Pr w.r.t. P. □ 

4.2. The Generalization Theorem 

We can now formulate the Generalization Theorem. 



THEOREM 4.7 (GENERALIZATION THEOREM). Let Pr be a property of clauses 

that is closed under instantiation. Let L be a loop check such that 

- Lis complete for Pr-programs, 

- L is safe for goal extension, 

- L is safe for initialization, 

-Lis safe for detailing. 

Then L is complete w.r.t. the leftmost selection rule for nr-extended Pr 

programs. 

In the rest of this section, we shall assume that Pr is a property and L is a 

loop check satisfying the above conditions. For proving this theorem, we use the 

following lemma. 

LEMMA 4.8. Let P be a nr-extended Pr-program and let Go be a goal in Lp. Let 

D be an infinite SLD-derivation of Pu{Go} via the leftmost selection rule. 

Suppose that 

(*) for no goal Gi=(G,H) in D (i ~O), the derivation of Pu{G} (using the 

same input clauses, mgu' sand selection rule as D) is pruned by L. 

Then D is pruned by L. 

Before proving this lemma, we show that the Generalization Theorem is an 

immediate consequence of it. 

PROOF OF THE GENERALIZATION THEOREM. Let P be an nr-extended Pr

program, Go a goal in Lp and Dan infinite SLD-derivation of Pu{Go}. Two 

cases arise. 

i) For no goal (G,H) in D, the derivation of G (using the same input clauses, 

mgu's and selection rule as D) is pruned by L. Then by Lemma 4.8, D is 

pruned by L. 

ii) Otherwise, there is a goal (G,H) in D for which the derivation of G (using the 

same input clauses, mgu's and selection rule as D) is pruned by L. Then the 

tail of D starting at this goal (G,H) is pruned, since L is safe for goal 

extension. So D is pruned by L too, since L is also safe for initialization. □ 

19 
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PROOF OF LEMMA 4.8. The dependency graph Dp defines a (well founded) 

partial ordering $ of the set { clp(p) I p is a predicate symbol in Lp}. Therefore 

we may assume as induction hypothesis (by a complete induction on$), that this 

lemma has been proved for every derivation of Pu{G} where G contains only 

strict $-smaller predicate symbols than the $-largest predicate symbol in Go. 

C · f 11 1 1 110 LAIM 1. D 1s of the orm (Go ⇒c 1,t1 H l ⇒ ... ⇒ H ni-1 ⇒cn1 ,tn 1 1 

⇒c{,ti H; ⇒ ... ⇒ H~
2

_1 ⇒c~2,t~2 G2 ⇒ ... ) for some derivation D' = 

(Go ⇒c1 ,a 1 G1 ⇒c2,02 02 ⇒ ... ),with for every i ~ 0: i1 ... 't~i lvar(Go,G1, ... ,Gi) 

= Si lvar(Go,G1, .. . ,Gi)• and where C1, C2, ... all satisfy Pr. Moreover, in the 

goals Go, G1, . .. , the same atoms are selected in D and D'. 

The lemma follows from Claim 1: D' is a derivation of {Go,C1,C2, . .. }, 

{C1,C2, ... } is an Pr-program, and Lis complete for Pr-programs, therefore D' 

is pruned by L. Hence D is pruned by L, since L is safe for detailing. 

PROOF OF CLAIM 1. We prove the claim by induction. Suppose we have 

constructed D' and proved the claim up to the goal Gi. (Up to Go, the claim is 

trivial.) 
~+l ~l Let Gi = f-A1, . .. ,An, let C = \.,1 = (Af-NR,R) and let 8 = 81 . Suppose 

that NR is the non-recursive part of the body of C and that R is the Pr-part. The 

next step in Dis Gi ⇒c,0 f-(NR,R,A2, .. . ,A0)8. Let D1 be the SLD-derivation 

of Pu{ f-NR8} that uses the same input clauses, mgu's and selection rule as the 

tail of D starting at ~(NR,R,A2, ... ,A0 )8. Four cases arise. 

1) NR is empty. 

This is a special case of case 4: Pu{ ~NRS} is immediately successfully 

refuted. (If Go is $-minimal, then this is the only possible case, since then 

rel(A1) = rel(A) is $-minimal and by definition every predicate symbol in NR 

is strict $-smaller than rel(A).) 

2) D1 is failed. 

Then D is failed too, which contradicts the assumption that D is infinite. 
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3) D1 is infinite. 

By definition, every predicate symbol in NR is strict ~-smaller than rel(A1), 

which is ~-smaller than the ~-largest predicate symbol in Gi (hence in Go), so 

we may assume that Lemma 4.8 holds for D = D1. Now it follows that the 

Generalization Theorem can be applied on D = D1. Hence D1 should be 

pruned by L. However, this contradicts the assumption (*), for G = NRS and 

H = (R,A2, ... ,An)8. 

4) D1 is successful, yielding a computed answer substitution a (if NR is empty 

then O' = E). 

This is the only remaining case. In this case we have in D the goal Gi+l = 
f-(R,A2, ... ,A0 )8a, immediately after NR is completely resolved. 

CLAIM 2. The sequence of resolution steps between Gi and Gi+l in D can be 

mimiced by one resolution step Gi ⇒ Ci+I,0i+l Gi+l in D', where Ci+l is an 

instance of Af-R and 8cr1var(Go,G1, ... ,Gi) = 8i+I lvar(Go,G1, ... ,Gi)· 

Claim 1 follows from Claim 2: since Pr is closed under instantiation, Ci+ 1 

satisfies Pr. So we have constructed D' and proved Claim 1 up to the goal Gi+l· 

Now the construction of the resolution step Gi ⇒ Ci+I,0i+l Gi+I remains. 

PROOF OF CLAIM 2. First, we define Ci+l and 8i+l, then we prove that Gi ⇒ 
Ci+I,0i+l Gi+l is indeed a derivation step. Finally, we check the other 

requirements on Ci+l and 8i+l· By Lemma 3.5 we may assume that Dis normal. 

For every chain C in NR, we fix a substitution PC such that for every x E 

CS, xpc E C and xpc8 = x. Moreover, if x E (var(R) (') C)8, then xpc E var(R). 

For every chain, such a substitution exists: if x E CS, then {y E CI y8 = x} -:1:- 0. 

If {y E var(R) (')CI y8 = x} -:I:- 0, then xpc must be chosen from the latter set, 

otherwise any element of the former set will do. 

{ 
x if x e var(NR) 

Now we can define 'V by: xw = 
8 

.f 
x O'PC(x) 1 x E Cc var(NR) 

(Note that x0cr e C(x)0cr c C(x)0 by Corollary 3.9, since Dis normal.) 

Finally, we define Ci+l = (Af-R)'V and 0i+l = 0cr1var(At,A'lf)• 
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Now we must prove that Gi ⇒ ci+I,8i+l Gi+l is indeed a resolution step. 

That is: 

CLAIM 3. (A~R)'lf is properly standardized apart. 

CLAIM 4. 0i+l is an idempotent mgu of A'lf and A1. 

CLAIM 5. (R'lf,A2, ... ,An)0i+l = (R,A2, ... ,An)0<J. 

In the proofs of these claims, we take C(x) = CNR(x). 

PROOF OF CLAIM 3. We prove that var((A~R)'lf) ~ var(A~NR,R). 

Let x e var(A~R). Then: 

if X'lf = x, then X'lf e var(A~R); 

if X'lf '#- x, then x e C(x) ~ var(NR), so X'lf = x0<JPC(x) e C(x) !;,;; var(NR). 

Before proving Claim 4, we prove an additional claim. 

CLAIM 6. 'I' is idempotent. 

PROOF. Let x be a variable. If X'lf = x, then Xff = X'lf. 

Otherwise, Xff = x0<JPC(x)'I' = ( since x0<JPC(x) e C(x) ~ var(NR) ) = 

x0<JPC(x)0<JPC(x) = x0<J<JPC(x) = ( as <J is idempotent ) = x0<JPC(x) = X'lf. 

PROOF OF CLAIM 4. We prove that for every unifier 11 of A1 and A'lf: 

11 = 0i+I11• Let 11 be a unifier of A1 and A'lf: AI11 = A'l'Tl. 

By standardizing apart, var(A1) ("") var(NR) = 0, so we have A1 = A1'1f. 

Therefore, '1'11 is a unifier of A 1 and A. Since 0 is an idempotent mgu of A 1 and 

A, we have '1'11 = Seo = 00co = 0'1'11 ( 0 ~ '1'11, so for some co: Seo = '1'11 ). 

Let x be a variable. If x e: var(A 1 ,A 'If), then x = x0i+ 1, so x11 = x0i+ 111. 

If x e var(A1), then at the corresponding position in A, we find a term (constant 

or variable) t such that x11 = t'l'Tl and x0 = t0. Two cases arise. 

- x0 = x0cr. Then x11 = t'l'Tl = t0'1'11 = x0'1'11 =* x011 = x0<J11 = x0i+l11• 

*: x0 e var(NR), since either x0 is ground, or x0 e var(A18) c var(A1) (the 

latter inclusion by Corollary 3.11, since D is normal). 

- x8 '#- x0cr. Then x8 e var(NRS), so for some v e var(NR): v8 = x8 and V'lf = 
v0<JPC(v)• Now x11 = t'l'Tl = t0'1'11 = x0'1'11 = v0'1'11 = V'l'Tl = (by Claim 6) = 

V'l"l'Tl = V'lfS'l'Tl = v8<JPC(v)0'1'11 = vS<J'l'Tl = xS<J'l'Tl =* xSan = x0i+l11• 
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* : xecr e var(NR), since either xecr is ground, or xecr e var(A1 ecr) c 

var(A1). (the latter inclusion by Corollary 3.11, since Dis normal). 

If x E var(A'\jl), then for some y E var(A) we have Y'I' = x. At the corresponding 

position in A1, we find a term t such that x11 = t1l and ye= te. Again two cases 

arise. 

- y e var(NR). Then Y'I' = y and yecr = ye. Therefore we have x11 = Y'l'Tl = ye'l'Tl 

=* ye11 = ye<JTl = y'\j!S<J11 = xe<JTl = xei+ITI• 

*: ye e var(NR), since either ye is ground, or ye e var(Ae) = var(A1e) c 

var(A1). 

- y E var(NR). Then Y'I' = yecrpqy), so (see Claim 6), Y'I' = Y'l"I' = y'\jlecrpqY'I') 

= xecrpqx)• Therefore we have x11 = Y'l'Tl = (by Claim 6) Y'l"l'1l = y'\j!S'l'Tl = 

xecrpqx)e'l'Tl = xe<J'l'Tl =* xe<JTl = xei+ITl• * : again, x8cr e var(NR). 

PROOF OF CLAIM 5. 

If x E var(Ai) (2 ~ i ~ n), then 

if x e var(A 1) then x8i+ 1 = x = xecr; 

if x e var(A1) then by definition xei+l = xecr. 

If x E var(R), then two cases arise. 

- x'\jl E var(A'\jl). Then x'\j!Si+ 1 = x'\j!Scr = 

(if x e var(NR)): x8cr. 

(if x E var(NR)) : x8crpqx)8cr = x8crcr = x8cr. 

- x'\jl e var(A'\jl). Then either X'\jf is ground or for no y E var(A): Y'I' = X'\jf. 

If X'\jf is ground, then x8cr is ground, so x'\jl = xecrpqx) = x8cr. 

If for no y E var(A): Y'I' = x'\jl, then in particular, x e var(A), so x8 = x. 

Now, if x e var(NR), then X'\jf = x = x8 = xecr. 

If x E var(NR), then X'\jf = x8crpqx)• Also, xecr E C(x)Scr c C(x)e (by Corollary 

3.9, since D is normal), so for some z E C(x): ze = x8cr ( and C(z) = C(x) ). 

Then z8cr = xecrcr = x8cr, so z'\jl = x'\jl. Hence z e var(A), so z8 = z = zpqz)e, so 

z = ZPC(z) = ZPC(x)• Therefore x8crpqx) = z8pqx) = ZPC(x) = z = z8 = xecr. 

Obviously, Ci+l is an instance of Af-R. Also, ei+llvar(Go,G1, ... ,Gi) = 

ecr1var(A1,A'l')nvar(Go,G1, ... ,Gi) = 8cr1var(Ai) = 8crlvar(Go,G1, ... ,Gi)), by Corollary 

3.11, since D is normal and a local selection rule is used. This concludes the 

proof of Claim 2 and thereby the proof of Lemma 4.8. □ 
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5. Applications of the Generalization Theorem 

A simplest example of the application of the Generalization Theorem is the 

following. 

COROLLARY 5.1. If P is a hierarchical program, then every SW-derivation of 

Pu{G} via the leftmost selection rule is finite. 

PROOF. We prove an equivalent proposition, namely that the empty loop check 

is complete w .r. t. the leftmost selection rule for hierarchical programs. This 

follows from the Generalization Theorem and the following observations. 

- The empty loop check is complete for 'unit-programs', programs that consist 

solely of unit clauses. 

- The 'unit' property is closed under instantiation. 

- The empty loop check is safe for goal extension, initialization and detailing. 

- Nr-extended unit-programs are known as hierarchical programs. □ 

Of course, this result is well known, even for arbitrary selection rules. More 

interesting results can be obtained by using the Generalization Theorem to extend 

the completeness results presented in section 2. The first result presented there is 

the completeness of equality checks (and subsumption checks) for function-free 

restricted programs w.r.t. the leftmost selection rule. The Generalization 

Theorem cannot be applied on this proposition. In contrast, the Generalization 

Theorem provides an easier proof of this proposition than the one given in 

[ABK], based on the lemma 'the equality checks are complete for function-free 

programs in which the body of each clause contains at most one atom'. 

The other results of section 2 are only valid for the subsumption checks. 

Therefore we shall now prove that the weakest of the subsumption checks, the 

SVRL check, satisfies the conditions of the Generalization Theorem, i.e. that it is 

safe for goal extension, initialization and detailing. 

LEMMA 5.2. The SVRL check is safe for goal extension. 

PROOF. Let D be an SLD-derivation of Pu{Go}. Let D' be an SLD-derivation 

of Pu{ (Go,Ho)}, in which the same atoms are selected and the same input 

clauses and mgu's are used as in D. Denote by 0n the mgu used in the n-th 

resolution step of D and D' (n ~ 1). If D is pruned, then we have for some 
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renaming 't two goals Gi and Gk in D with ~ :;;;2L Gi't and Go81 ... ek = 
Go81 ... 8i't, Since D' uses the same input clauses and mgu's as D, D cannot 

contain any variable occurring in Ho but not in Go. Assuming that 't acts only on 

the variables in D, we have that 81 · .. ek and 81- .. Si't coincide on all variables of 

Ho. So (Go,Ho)81 ... ek = (Go,Ho)81 ... 8i't and (Gk,Ho81 ... 8k) =>L 

(Gi,Ho81 ... 8i)'t. This means that D' is pruned by SVRL, as well. □ 

LEMMA 5.3. The SVRL check is safe for initialization. 

PROOF. Let D' = (Go ⇒c 1 ,e 1 G1 ⇒c2,e2 G2 ⇒ ... ) be an SLD-derivation. 

Suppose that the derivation D = (Gi ⇒ci+l,0i+l Gi+l ⇒ci+2,0i+2 Gi+2 ⇒ ... ) is 

pruned by SVRL, for some i > 0. Clearly for some j, k > j and renaming 't 

(acting only on variables in D) we have Gk =>L G j't and Gi8i+ 1 · .. ek = 
Gi8i+ 1 · .. Sj't. So it remains to prove that Go81 ... ek = Go81 ... 8j't. 

Let x e var(Go81 .. , Si)- Two cases arise. 

i) x e var(Gi)- Then x does not occur in D, hence x8i+l···ek = x8i+l··•8j't = x. 

ii) x e var(Gi), Then we have directly that x8i+l ... ek = x8i+l .. ,8j't. 

Hence D' is pruned by SVRL as well. 

LEMMA 5.4. The SVRL check is safe for detailing. 

□ 

PROOF. Let D = (Go ⇒c1 ,e 1 G1 ⇒ ... ) be an SLD-derivation that is pruned by L 

and let D' be an SLD-derivation of the form (Go ⇒c~,'t~ H ~ ⇒ ... ⇒ H~
1
_1 

every i ~ 0: 'ti ... 't~i lvar(Go,G1, ... ,Gi) = Si lvar(Go,G1, ... ,Gi) in which in Go, G1, ... 

the same atoms are selected as in D. Since D is pruned by L, we have for some j, 

k > j and renaming 't, Gk ;;;2L Gj't and Go81 ... ek = Go81 ... Sj't, Therefore we 
1 1 2 2 k k 1 1 2 2 _j i 

also have Go't1 ... 'tn1 'tl ... 'tn2···'t1 ... 'tnk = Go't 1 · .. 'tn1 'tl ... 'tn2· .. -i--1 ... rn?' hence 

D' is pruned by SVRL as well. □ 

Now we can use the Generalization Theorem together with the fact that the 

subsumption checks are complete for function-free nvi programs. 
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COROLLARY 5.5. The subsumption checks are complete w.r.t. the leftmost 

selection rule for function-free nr-extended nvi programs. 

PROOF. The nvi property is obviously closed under instantiation. Therefore by 

Subsumption Completeness Theorem 2.21, the Generalization Theorem, and the 

Lemma's 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, the SVRL loop check is complete w.r.t. the leftmost 

selection rule for function-free nr-extended nvi programs. Since the SVRL check 

is the weakest of the subsumption checks, by the Relative Strength Theorem 

2.7, the same holds for the other subsumption checks. □ 

Finally, in section 2 it was mentioned that the subsumption checks are also 

complete for function-free svo programs. However, the property 'svo' is not 

closed under instantiation, so we cannot immediately use the Generalization 

Theorem. In fact, this should not come as a surprise, since every program can be 

converted into a 'computationally equivalent' nr-extended svo program. This can 

be done by replacing the k > 1 occurrences of a variable x in the body of a clause 

by x1, .. ,Xk and adding the non-recursive atoms eq(x,x1), ... eq(x,xk) in the body 

of the clause. Finally the clause eq(x,x) is added to the program (assuming that 

eq is a new predicate symbol in P). 

In the proof of Lemma 4.8, we need that the clause Ci+l = (Af--R)'lf 

satisfies the property of clauses considered, given that the clause Af--R satisfies 

the property. Up till now, this was derived immediately from the assumption that 

the property should be closed under instantiation. Since for the svo property this 

is not true, we shall derive conditions that ensure directly that Ci+l satisfies the 

svo property, i.e. that every variable in R'lf occurs only once (provided that 

every variable in R occurs only once). 

Formally, let x,y e var(R) such that x,;, y and X'lf,Y'I' e VAR. We shall 

derive conditions on the program ensuring that X'lf # Y'lf. 

If x e var(NR), then X'lf = x. 

Then, if y e var(NR), Y'I' = y ,;, x, and 

if ye var(NR), Y'I' = yOcrpqy) e C(y) c var(NR), so Y'I',;, x. 

The same argument holds if ye var(NR). So a problem can only arise in the case 

that x,y e var(NR). Then we have X'lf = xOcrpqx) c C(x) and Y'I' = yOcrpqy) c 
C(y). 
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One solution is demanding that for every pair of distinct variables x,y E 

var(R) n var(NR), C(x) "# C(y). Then C(x) n C(y) = 0, so x\jf "# Y'I'· This 

disallows the addition of the eq-atoms in the construction above. 

Another solution is to avoid that different variables in a (sub)goal are unified 

while the (sub)goal is refuted. (That is: to ensure that for every variable x in a 

goal, and for every unifier cr in the derivation, either xcr = x or xcr is a constant.) 

This condition can be met (for normal derivations) by the demand that variables 

do not occur more than once in the head of a clause. This disallows the addition 

of the clause eq(x,x)f-. 

In this case such a condition yields X\jf = x8pqx) (x8cr cannot be a constant, 

since X\jf is a variable). Then x8 = x8pqx)8 = x\jf8. Using the condition again 

(but now w.r.t. 8), we obtain x = X\jf (still, x8 cannot be a constant). Similarly 

we obtain y = Y'I', so X\jf * Y'I'· 
These two solutions give rise to two classes of programs for which the 

subsumption checks are complete w.r.t. the leftmost selection rule (in the 

absence of function symbols). 

DEFINITION 5.6. 

Let P be a program. A clause C = (A<-NR,R) is chain-restricted svo w.r.t. P if 

C is nr-extended svo w.r.t. P, where NR is the non-recursive part and R is the 

svo-part of C, and for every pair of distinct variables x,y E var(R), CNR(x) * 
CNR (y). A program P is chain-restricted svo if every clause in P is chain-

restricted svo w.r.t. P. D 

DEFINITION 5.7. 

Let P be a program. A clause C is head-restricted svo w.r.t. P if C is nr

extended svo w.r.t. P and in the head of C, no variable occurs more than once. 

A program P is head-restricted svo if every clause in P is head-restricted svo 

w.r.t. P. D 

COROLLARY 5.8. The subsumption checks are complete w.r.t. the leftmost 

selection rule for function-free chain-restricted svo programs. 

PROOF. By Subsumption Completeness Theorem 2.22, the Generalization 

Theorem, the Lemma's 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 and the considerations above, the 

SVRL loop check is complete w.r.t. the leftmost selection rule for function-free 
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chain-restricted svo programs. Since the SVRL check is the weakest of the 

subsumption checks, by the Relative Strength Theorem 2. 7, the same holds for 

the other subsumption checks. □ 

COROLLARY 5.9. The subsumption checks are complete w.r.t. the leftmost 

selection rule for function-free head-restricted svo programs. 

PROOF. By Subsumption Completeness Theorem 2.22, the Generalization 

Theorem, the Lemma's 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 and the considerations above, the 

SVRL loop check is complete w.r.t. the leftmost selection rule for function-free 

head-restricted svo programs. Since the SVRL check is the weakest of the 

subsumption checks, by the Relative Strength Theorem 2.7, the same holds for 

the other subsumption checks. □ 
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